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Australians are now worse off than they were a couple of years ago.  Our export prices have weakened so that 

we now need to raise export quantities by one third to pay for our imports.  That alone has wiped six per cent 

off our real income.  In addition, private investment has peaked, foreshadowing slower future income growth.    

The Chinese and Indian economies have powered our economic health but they will not in future achieve their 

previous stratospheric growth – sometimes over 10 per cent a year.  In recognition of this, Chinese share 

prices are down by 30 per cent.   

Most people can see a rocky road ahead.  In this week’s Essential Research Report, only 26 per cent of those 

interviewed thought the economy was in good shape.  That’s down from 40 per cent last year.   

But our politicians aren’t worried, especially those within opposition parties.  In Canberra and Spring Street 

they are promoting spending and new regulations as though our prosperity is assured.   

In Victoria, the Coalition has decided it would prefer to lock up the state’s natural gas by forbidding 

exploration and is goading the Andrews Government to follow suit.   

For its part, the Andrews Government is repaying the electoral assistance that unions provided by delivering 

today’s extra public holiday and over-generous wage increases to public servants.   

With the additional day’s holiday, unions were hoping to snatch a penalty-rate driven wage hike.  But it 

doesn’t work like that: higher wages require higher prices and infuriated union bosses are seeing many 

businesses closing for the day rather than operating at a loss. 

In the case of the public service, the Victorian government rewarded its employees with a 7.6 per cent wage 

increase.  By contrast, faced with market realities, private sector workers have had to accept a wages 

standstill.  But even ALP governments have to face reality and the Premier feared an unacceptable electoral 

blow-back from the fare increases that would be needed to cover an 18 per cent pay rise demanded by 

transport workers.  

In Canberra, the opposition parties thwarted every attempt of the Coalition Government to trim spending and 

correct the excesses of the Rudd-Gillard governments.  

Spurred on by unions, the ALP is opposing the China Free Trade agreement, which is essential to integrate the 

Australian economy with that of our largest trading partner.  And Labor is also promoting income-sapping 

policies including preventing the use of irrigation water in the Murray, impeding new coal mines, and seeking 

to reserve vast stretches of ocean from commercial fishing.   

The opposition parties drove the Abbott government into wasting $2.5 billion a year by forcing electricity users 

to subsidise wind and solar and into guaranteeing $10 billion through the “Clean Energy Bank”.   

The almost certain failure of the UN Climate Summit in Paris to reach a global agreement later this year would 

have allowed Tony Abbott to abandon such senseless policy indulgences to the global warming scare.   

However, Malcolm Turnbull remains a firm believer in reducing carbon dioxide emissions.  An emboldened 

Environment Minister, Greg Hunt, has therefore declared the renewables program and funding of low carbon 

technology to be “rock solid”.   

Unless our politicians discipline themselves to be less active in taxing and regulating the increasingly turbulent 

world economy will treat Australia harshly.   
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